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The history of the British Army is deeply intertwined with the progression of the
British Isles. The army's roots can be traced back to the reign of Charles II in the
late 17th century. It was during this time that professional standing armies began
to emerge, replacing the sporadic feudal levies that were prevalent before.

Formation of the British Army

With the passage of the Mutiny Act of 1689, the modern British Army came into
being. This act established a permanent force known as the Regulars. Over the
years, the army grew in size, played a crucial role in various conflicts, and
underwent several reforms to adapt to the changing world.
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The Glorious Moments

The British Army has a proud history of exceptional valor and triumphs in battle.
From the British victories during the Napoleonic Wars to the decisive stand
against the Axis powers in World War II, the army has consistently proved its
mettle on the battlefield. The heroic tales of bravery have become an integral part
of British folklore and continue to inspire generations.
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Training and Recruitment

The process of transforming recruits into highly trained soldiers is a critical aspect
of the British Army's success. From initial fitness tests to rigorous military training,
the army ensures that its soldiers possess the necessary skills and knowledge to
face any challenge. The training programs are designed to build physical
endurance, mental resilience, and discipline.

Diversification and Modernization

Over time, the British Army has evolved to meet the demands of an ever-
changing world. It has diversified its operations and expanded its capabilities
beyond traditional warfare. From providing humanitarian aid during disasters to
participating in peacekeeping missions, the army has shown its versatility and
adaptability.

Gender Equality and Inclusion

The British Army has made significant strides in promoting gender equality and
inclusion. Efforts to increase the representation of women within the forces have
led to the lifting of the ban on women serving in close combat roles. This
progressive approach has not only opened doors for more opportunities but also
fostered a culture of diversity and inclusivity.

Challenges and Future Outlook

The British Army continues to face a myriad of challenges in the 21st century.
These range from geopolitical complexities to technological advancements. The
army must constantly adapt and innovate to stay ahead in an increasingly
dynamic global landscape. With the amalgamation of tradition and modernity, the
British Army is well-positioned to overcome these challenges and safeguard
national interests.



In

The making of the British Army is a tale of resilience, valour, and continuous
evolution. From its early formative days to its remarkable feats on the battlefield,
the army has played a pivotal role in shaping British history. With a strong
foundation built on training and recruitment, the army stands ready to face future
challenges with confidence and determination.
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Edgehill, 1642: Surveying the disastrous scene in the aftermath of the first battle
of the English Civil War, Oliver Cromwell realized that war could no longer be
waged in the old, feudal way: there had to be system and discipline, and
therefore - eventually - a standing professional army.

From the 'New Model Army' of Cromwell's distant vision, former soldier Allan
Mallinson shows us the people and events that have shaped the British army we
know today. How Marlborough's momentous victory at Blenheim is linked to
Wellington's at Waterloo; how the desperate fight at Rorke's Drift in 1879
underpinned the heroism of the airborne forces at Arnhem in 1944; and why
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Montgomery's momentous victory at El Alamein mattered long after the Second
World War was over . . .

From the British Army's origins at the battle of Edgehill to the recent conflict in
Afghanistan, The Making of the British Army is history at its most relevant - and
most dramatic.
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